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Company introduction
Inenco is a business-to-business energy management and sustainability
consultancy. We pride ourselves on helping our customers to optimise the
supply, use and cost of utilities, including electricity, gas, and water. We have
long-term relationships with many of the UK’s largest brands and we work
closely with them to enhance environmental sustainability and support their
journey towards achieving net-zero carbon.
Our values are integral to the way we work across Inenco:

Positivity

Integrity

We bring positivity
and enjoy our work

We have integrity, are genuine
and trustworthy

We create an optimistic
environment, and believe our
customers benefit when we
enjoy our work. We make a
difference and celebrate and
reward our successes.

We are role models, we are
consistently genuine, honest,
open, ethical, and fair. People
trust us to stick to our word and
be straightforward.

Respect

Innovation

We value and respect
each other

We innovate, evolve,
and deliver

We respect people for who
they are. We have regard for
each other’s rights and feelings,
and we value everyone’s
ideas and beliefs.

We are curious and creative,
constantly looking to evolve,
improving ourselves and
providing new thinking for
the benefit of our people
and our customers.
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Commentary
In common with many organisations,
this was a challenging year for Inenco.
But we are proud of the way that all
our people dealt with the impact of
the pandemic and adapted to new
ways of working. Our priority at Inenco
is always to have the welfare of our
people at the heart of what we do
and to live our values of integrity
and respect.
In that context, I’m pleased to be
able to report some signs of continuing
progress in our 2021 Gender Pay Gap
Report. Firstly, it is encouraging to
see further progress in balancing
the gender mix of our workforce with
females now accounting for 45%
of all colleagues, up from 41% in
2020. We have also seen a continued
increase in the proportion of females
represented in the upper and upper
middle pay quartiles. An increase from
36% to 48% of women in the upper
middle quartile highlights our growing
cohort of talented female managers.
Two thirds of the Executive Team are
female, as are a majority of the broader
Leadership Team.
We know that we still have some work
to do as although our mean pay gap
has reduced, it’s disappointing that
we have seen a small increase in the
median pay gap. Our pay gap is heavily
inﬂuenced by a greater proportion
of men than women in technical and
commission earning sales roles. Over
time, an increase in female Account
Managers will help to address the
imbalance, but we also need to look to
increase the number of women in our
engineering and technical roles.

Janet Benson
HR & Transformation Director

One area where we have made
progress is in increasing the proportion
of our people receiving a bonus in the
year, with the percentage of female
bonus recipients increasing markedly
from 23% to 70% in just one year as a
result of an employee bonus scheme.
We remain committed to investing in
our people and have taken significant
steps to ensure everyone is fairly
rewarded for the work they do. We
regularly review all family friendly
policies to ensure we support a
diverse and inclusive workforce and
are investing heavily in learning and
development of the growing cohort
of female managers. We are also
committed to continuing to embrace
ﬂexible working to support our people
and their families going forward.
Inenco remains committed to
eradicating the gap in pay between
males and females and we look forward
to reporting further progress next year.
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This report is based on data as of 5th April 2021
and at this date Inenco employed 296 people.

55%

163 men

Why do we have a gap?
Although we only employ slightly
more males than females in general
across Inenco, we have a higher
representation of males in our higher
paid, senior and commission earning
sales roles.
In addition, despite efforts to recruit
more females, we have an uneven
gender balance in some of our
higher paid technical roles, such
as engineers.

Pay quartiles
The proportion of males and females
in the lower, lower mid and upper mid
pay quartiles is close to 50% each.
But, in the upper pay quartile 69%
of employees are male.

45%

133 women

Impact of sales
commission
For many of our salespeople, sales
commission represents a significant
proportion of their total pay. In the
hourly pay analysis, twice as many
males received sales commission as
females. Because more males than
females receive sales commission,
this inevitably has an effect on our
gender pay gap. If we were to remove
sales commission payments from
the calculation, our mean pay gap
would reduce by a third which clearly
demonstrates the impact these
payments have.
Also, because of the nature of these
payments, they create volatility in
the data used to report our gender
pay gap. For example, just a few
above average commission payments
can skew the overall gap by several
percentage points.
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Gender balance
Overall, we have an encouragingly even distribution of males (55%) and
females (45%) across the company. However, this is not reﬂected in the
gender balance for certain roles and functions within the company. In
most of the functions where pay is higher than the average across the
organisation, the majority of employees are male.

2021 Pay quartiles
69%

31%

Upper
quartile

Male

48%

Female

52%

Upper
mid quartile

Lower
mid quartile

51%

Lower
quartile

49%
52%

48%
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Mean gender pay gap (hourly pay)
The chart below shows how our mean gender pay gap has decreased
significantly in the last year.
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2021 Gender pay gap
2018

2019

2020

2021

Mean pay

18.8%

16.4%

26.3%

18.8%

Median pay

23.7%

10.9%

7.6%

10.1%

Trend

Mean pay gap: It is good to see our mean pay gap has reduced significantly in
2021, reversing the increase seen in 2020. However, we still have some way to go
to see an overall downward trend. This analysis does show though how our pay
gap is heavily influenced by sales commission payments. If we were to exclude
sales bonus/commission payments from the analysis, we would see our mean pay
gap reduce to around 12%.
Median pay gap: Whilst it is disappointing to see our median pay gap increase
slightly, it is still considerably lower than the high of 23.7% in 2018.
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Percentage of employees receiving a bonus
Percentage of male employees
receiving bonus

Percentage of female employees
receiving bonus

71.8%

69.9%

The percentage of employees receiving a bonus is much higher than it
was last year because we paid a bonus to the majority of employees in
non-sales roles below senior management level.

2021 Gender bonus gap
2018

2019

2020

2021

Mean bonus

24.2%

35.4%

35.7%

48.9%

Median bonus

32.6%

16.7%

72.5%

56.9%

Trend

The reported bonus data is based on the 12 months to 5th April 2021.

Mean and median bonus gaps: The key driver behind changes in the bonus gap
is that in July 2020 we paid out a bonus to the majority of our non-sales
employees below senior management level and these bonus payments are
included in the 2021 figures. In the 2020 report, most employees receiving bonus
were those eligible for sales bonus/commission. Overall, the number of employees
receiving a bonus payment more than doubled between 2020 and 2021.
This change in the bonus pool meant that both mean and median bonus values
for males and females decreased between 2020 and 2021. This was a significant
sample change and is therefore not a like-for-like comparison.
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What have we done do help close the gap?
To support us on our journey to greater gender balance across the
business we have taken the following steps:
• We remain committed to investing
in our people and have taken
significant steps to ensure everyone
is fairly rewarded for the work they
do. We have continued to operate
an objective, job evaluation-based
grading structure so that employees
are rewarded based on their
contribution to the organisation’s
results. We regularly benchmark pay
levels using robust external market
data to ensure pay is competitive.

• We have completed a full review of
all family friendly policies to ensure
we support a diverse and inclusive
workforce. Over the past year we
have also received and approved an
increased number of requests for
ﬂexible working to help employees,
especially females, balance family
and work commitments.

• We have had a continued focus
on learning and development and
continue to offer our Successful
• Following a review of our corporate
Manager and Aspiring Manager
leadership structure, two thirds of
training programmes. In 2021 we
our Executive Team is now female.
had a good representation of female
employees attending the training and
we hope the skills learned will help
• Across our support functions we have
them develop their careers within
seen many of our talented female
the company.
employees progress their careers
by taking on more supervisory or
technical roles. Our Finance and HR
• As part of our annual pay review
functions have a large majority of
process, we check pay proposed
female employees – especially
increases for males and females in
at senior grades.
each area of the business so we can
understand what impact these will
have on our gender pay gap.
• However, we continue to aspire to
increase the number of women we
have in senior and sales related
roles, which will ultimately have
the biggest effect on our pay gap.
We are encouraged though to see
an increase in the percentage of
females in our account management
population since last year’s report.
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Get in touch
enquiries@inenco.com
08451 463626
www.inenco.com
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